Objectives. We examined the association between candidate single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and disease activity in RA patients on MTX. Methods. Our population was drawn from the Brigham and Women's Hospital Rheumatoid Arthritis Sequential Study (BRASS), a prospective, observational cohort of RA patients. A total of 556 participants were genotyped using the Affymetrix 100K platform. Two hundred and sixty-two participants were on MTX therapy, including 120 on MTX monotherapy. The primary outcome was the disease activity score in 28 joints (DAS28-CRP). High disease activity was defined as DAS28-CRP >3.2. Low disease activity was defined as DAS28-CRP 43.2. We studied three candidate alleles in the ATIC, ITPA and MTHFR genes for association with DAS28-CRP. Results. Among participants on MTX monotherapy, those carrying the minor allele of ATIC SNP rs4673993 were more likely to have low disease activity (P ¼ 0.01). None of the other SNPs was associated with disease activity. Among patients on any MTX (combination or monotherapy), the minor allele of ATIC rs4673993 was also associated with low disease activity (P ¼ 0.04). Conclusions. In this cross-sectional analysis, ATIC SNP rs4673993 was associated with low disease activity in patients on MTX. Further studies are needed to clarify the relationship between ATIC polymorphisms, disease activity and treatment response.
Introduction
MTX is the most popular drug worldwide for the treatment of RA, but many patients do not respond adequately, requiring the addition of other medications or a switch to another diseasemodifying agent [1, 2] . Despite its common use, MTX's mechanism of action is not well understood, and predictors of treatment response have not been fully characterized.
Candidate gene studies have been used to gain greater insight into MTX's mechanism of action and to discover genetic predictors of treatment response. Studies have suggested an association between MTX treatment response and several genes involved in MTX metabolism and pathways of inflammation. These genes have included 5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide ribonucleotide formyltransferase/IMP cyclohydrolase (ATIC) [3-5], inosine triphosphate phosphorylase (ITPA) [4, 5] and 5,10methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) [6] [7] [8] .
ATIC and ITPA are genes in the adenosine pathway. They encode enzymes involved in the release of extracellular adenosine, a molecule with anti-inflammatory properties [4] . MTHFR is a gene in the homocysteine pathway. It encodes an enzyme involved in the generation of homocysteine, an amino acid associated with the pro-inflammatory response [8] .
Although multiple candidate gene studies have been performed, the true association between these genes and MTX treatment response is still unclear. Many of these studies were small, and results have not been consistently replicated.
In this study, we examined the association between disease activity in RA patients on MTX and SNPs previously implicated to have an association with MTX treatment response. We hypothesized that low disease activity would be associated with the major allele of ATIC rs4673993 [in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with ATIC rs2372536, r 2 ¼ 0.96], the major allele of ITPA rs1127354 and the minor allele of MTHFR rs1801133.
Methods

Study population and data collection
The participants in this study are a subset of the 984 participants in the Brigham and Women's Hospital Rheumatoid Arthritis Sequential Study (BRASS), a prospective, observational, hospitalbased cohort of individuals with established RA, recruited for the identification of biomarkers and genetic predictors of drug response and disease activity. Annual examinations included an assessment of medication changes and joint counts by physicians. Patients also completed self-administered surveys, such as the Multi-Dimensional HAQ (MDHAQ). Blood samples for immunophenotyping, including CRP, and genetic testing were collected at baseline and annually. The data used in this study consist of information collected from the baseline visit. The Partners Institutional Review Board approved the study, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants. Additional details can be found in a past publication [9] .
For the primary analysis, we included the 120 participants taking MTX monotherapy (thus excluding those taking concurrent anti-TNF medications) for at least 2 months prior to the baseline BRASS visit. For secondary analyses, we expanded the population to include a total of 262 participants on any MTX therapy (monotherapy or combination therapy). This included the original 120 participants and an additional 142 patients on MTX therapy combined with another DMARD or anti-TNF agent. For SNPs associated with disease activity in the primary analysis and/ or secondary analysis, we also performed post hoc analyses on the subgroup of patients on combination therapy with MTX and an anti-TNF agent/DMARD.
Clinical predictors
Potential clinical predictors of disease activity were chosen based on the literature [5, 10] . For the primary analysis, involving participants on MTX monotherapy, clinical predictors included age, sex, RA disease duration, cigarette smoking status (non-smoker, current smoker), RF status, anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide (CCP) status, prior DMARD use, prior anti-TNF use, MDHAQ score, duration of MTX therapy and dose of MTX. For secondary analyses, involving all participants on MTX, concurrent DMARD use and concurrent anti-TNF use were also assessed as potential predictors of disease activity. Age was analysed as a continuous variable. Due to non-linearity, disease duration, MDHAQ score, duration of MTX therapy and dose of MTX were categorized into groups based on median split or quantiles.
Genetic predictors
Five hundred and fifty-six of the BRASS participants were previously genotyped using the Affymetrix 100K platform [11] . Non-Caucasian participants (n ¼ 10) were excluded because allele frequencies differ between races and can be a source of bias. To choose candidate SNPs, we searched PubMed for other candidate gene studies of MTX treatment response, using the search terms, 'Methotrexate', 'Arthritis, Rheumatoid/drug therapy' and 'Arthritis, Rheumatoid/genetics'. To be included in this study, candidate SNPs had to be associated (P < 0.05) with MTX treatment response in at least one prior study that included at least 100 RA patients. The seven SNPs that met these criteria were ATIC rs2372536 (347C/G) [3-5], ITPA rs1127354 (94C/A) [4, 5] , MTHFR rs1801133 (677C/T) [6] [7] [8] , MTHFR rs1801131 (1298A/C) [8] , RFC-1/SLC19A1 rs1051266 (80G/A) [3], MDR1/ ABCB1 rs1045642 (3435C/T) [12, 13] and TNF rs361525 (À235A/G) [14] .
Of these SNPs, only ITPA 94 C/A (rs1127354) and MTHFR 677C/T (rs1801133) were included on the Affymetrix 100K chip. For the remaining SNPs, we chose appropriate proxy SNPs (r 2 > 0.8) on the Affymetrix 100K chip. If SNPs did not have a reasonable proxy (r 2 > 0.8), we excluded them from the analysis. The final list of SNPs included ATIC rs4673993 (r 2 ¼ 0.96 with ATIC rs2372536), ITPA rs1127354 and MTHFR rs1801133. Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was assessed for each SNP.
Outcomes
The primary outcome for both analyses was the disease activity score in 28 joints (DAS28-CRP) at the BRASS baseline visit. Low disease activity was defined as DAS28-CRP 43.2. Moderate/high disease activity was defined as a DAS28-CRP >3.2 [15] .
Statistical testing
For categorical variables, the univariate association between potential genetic predictors, clinical predictors and disease activity was assessed using Fisher's exact tests and chi-square tests. A t-test was used to assess the association between the continuous variable age and disease activity. Collinearity between predictors was assessed using Spearman's correlation. Predictors correlated with each other with P < 0.005 were considered collinear, and only the most significant predictor was considered for inclusion in multivariable logistic regression analyses. All non-collinear predictors associated with outcome at P < 0.15 were retained for multivariable analyses.
To examine the likelihood that our results were false-positive findings, we calculated the false-positive report probability (FPRP) using the methods described by Wacholder et al. [16] . We set 0.5 as the FPRP cut-off for a noteworthy value. The expected odds ratios (ORs) were based on reported ORs from previous studies [5] . Given the previous literature suggesting associations between these polymorphisms and MTX treatment response, we set the prior probability of an association between each SNP and MTX treatment response at 0.1. A prior probability of 0.1 represents a moderate to high prior probability of association and has been used in studies involving candidate genes/SNPs with prior evidence of association with disease [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Results
A total of 120 participants were on MTX monotherapy, and 142 participants were on combination therapy that included MTX. Eighty-five percent were female. Mean age was 59 yrs with an average disease duration of 17 yrs. Detailed information regarding baseline characteristics is presented in Table 1 . All SNPs were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in the primary and secondary analyses populations.
MTX monotherapy
Among participants on MTX monotherapy, 35 (29%) had low disease activity, and 85 (71%) had moderate/high disease activity. In univariate analyses, younger age, shorter disease duration and negative anti-CCP status were associated with low disease activity at P < 0.05 (Table 2) . Age was correlated with disease duration at P < 0.005; therefore, age was not included in the multivariable model.
The minor allele of ATIC rs4673993 was associated with low disease activity in patients on MTX monotherapy (P ¼ 0.006; OR 3.86; 95% CI 1.50, 9.91). ITPA 94 C/A (rs1127354) and MTHFR 677C/T (rs1801133) were not associated with disease activity (Table 3) . After adjustment for disease duration and anti-CCP status in multivariable analyses, the minor allele of ATIC rs4673993 remained significantly associated with low disease activity in patients on MTX monotherapy (P ¼ 0.01, OR 3.89; 95% CI 1.36, 11.14) (Table 4 ). Based on a moderate prior probability of 0.1 and an expected OR of 2.5, the FPRP for an association between ATIC rs4673993 and disease activity was 0.33. For prior probabilities ranging between 0.01 and 0.1 and ORs ranging between 1.5 and 3.5, the FPRP varied from 0.10 to 0.97 (Table 5 ). Any MTX therapy Among participants on any MTX (monotherapy or combination therapy), 90 (34%) had low disease activity, and 172 (66%) had moderate/high disease activity. In univariate analyses, shorter disease duration, younger age, low MDHAQ score, negative anti-CCP status and concurrent anti-TNF use were associated with low disease activity at P < 0.05. Although not statistically significant, shorter duration of MTX treatment, male gender and past DMARD use were also associated with low disease activity at P < 0.15 and were thus considered for inclusion in the final model. However, disease duration, anti-CCP status, concurrent anti-TNF use and gender were the only clinical variables that were not correlated with each other with P < 0.005. The minor allele of ATIC rs4673993 was significantly associated with low disease activity (P ¼ 0.03; OR 1.81; 95% CI 1.05, 3.10). None of the other SNPs was associated with disease activity.
After adjustment for the significant clinical variables in multivariable analyses, the minor allele of ATIC rs4673993 remained significantly associated with low disease activity (P ¼ 0.04; OR 1.88; 95% CI 1.03, 3.43) ( Table 6 ). Based on a moderate prior probability of 0.1 and an expected OR of 2.5, the FPRP for an association between ATIC rs4673993 and disease activity was 0.30. The FPRP ranged from 0.14 for a prior probability of 0.2 and an OR of 3.5 to 0.94 for a prior probability of 0.01 and an OR of 1.5.
Post hoc analyses
Among the 142 participants on combination therapy with MTX and an anti-TNF agent or DMARD, the minor allele of ATIC rs4673993 was not significantly associated with low disease activity (P ¼ 0.86; OR 1.13; 95% CI 0.56, 2.25).
Discussion
In this cross-sectional study of 120 established RA patients on MTX monotherapy, the minor allele of ATIC rs4673993 was associated with low disease activity. ATIC rs4673993 is in an intronic region and does not code for protein. Introns are historically viewed as inert regions of DNA that function as 'spacers' between exons, but recent studies suggest that introns may play a role in the regulation of gene expression [21] . Alternatively, intronic SNPs, such as ATIC rs4673993, may be in LD with other SNPs that change protein structure or alter gene expression.
Previous studies have suggested potential associations between ATIC SNPs and treatment response [3-5]. In a cross-sectional study by Dervieux et al. of 108 RA patients on MTX for at least 3 months, ATIC 347 GG (rs2372536, minor genotype) was associated with better physician's assessment of treatment response (P ¼ 0.02) than ATIC 347 GC and CC [3] . A second study by Wessels et al. [4] also showed an association between ATIC rs2372536 and treatment response, but the direction of association was opposite to that seen in the initial study. This study of 205 RA patients reported that ATIC 347 CC (rs2372536, major genotype) was associated with good clinical response to MTX at 6 months. The authors hypothesized that the discrepancy between the results of these two studies may have been due to differences in study population (early onset vs established RA) and study design (longitudinal, clinical trial data vs cross-sectional study) [4] .
The SNP examined in the present study, ATIC rs4673993, is in LD with ATIC rs2372536, the non-synonymous coding SNP in the studies above [3] [4] [5] . Given our assumption that ATIC rs4673993 is a proxy for ATIC rs2372536, our results are most consistent with the initial study in which the minor genotype was associated with lower disease activity [3] . Alternatively, ATIC rs4673993 may be in LD with another coding SNP that affects enzyme activity differently than the ATIC rs2372536 polymorphism, or ATIC rs4673993 may have a regulatory function that positively influences disease activity. Our study population and study design also differed from the second study, providing another potential reason for the disparate results. Participants in our study had longer disease durations (mean 18 yrs vs 2 weeks) and were more likely to be RF positive (79.2 vs 67.3%) compared with participants in the Wessels et al. study. Furthermore, we restricted our analyses to Caucasian participants, whereas Wessels et al.
[4] included non-Caucasian participants. Wessels et al. [4] utilized data from a randomized clinical trial, whereas this study was a cross-sectional, observational study [4] . Our outcome was disease activity in patients on MTX rather than treatment response after 6 months of therapy.
The difference between our results and those of Wessels may also be explained by a false-positive report in either or both studies. Given the large number of genetic association tests performed, false-positive results are frequent. We did not adjust for multiple comparisons because corrective procedures may unnecessarily lower power [16] ; instead, we assessed the likelihood of a falsepositive report using the FPRP.
To calculate the FPRP, we used a prior probability of 0.1 and an expected OR of 2.5. A 0.1 is considered a moderate to high prior probability. We believe this is justified based on prior reports of an association between ATIC SNPs and MTX treatment response [3, 5] . The expected OR of 2.5 was based on the OR from the Wessels et al. study [5] because it was the only study to report an OR for this association. We were unable to calculate an OR for the Dervieux et al. study [3] because the outcome in that study was a continuous outcome (physician's assessment of response) rather than a categorical outcome (low vs high DAS28), as in our study [3] . Given these values, the FPRP was 0.33 and 0.30 for the MTX monotherapy and the all MTX groups, respectively.
We anticipate that others may disagree with our interpretation of the expected OR and/or the prior probability of an association between ATIC and disease activity. Thus, the FPRP for a range of prior probabilities and expected ORs is provided in Table 5 . Cutpoints for noteworthy FPRP values vary depending on statistical power and other study characteristics, but most studies cite FPRP thresholds ranging between 0.2 and 0.5 [16] . If future studies utilize the FPRP method, an increase in the prior probability of association between disease activity and ATIC rs4673993 (and SNPs in LD with rs4673993) may be justified. However, given the limitations of this study, we believe it is best to be conservative and await replication before making large adjustments.
The limitations of this study are its cross-sectional design and small sample size. We currently do not have data regarding the effect of MTX on disease activity over time, so we could not directly attribute differences in disease activity to differences in treatment response. Furthermore, with only 120 participants in the MTX monotherapy group, the power to detect an OR of 2.5 was only 0.20. Thus, even though we did not find an association between disease activity and SNPs in ITPA and MTHFR, we could not exclude the possibility that modest associations exist. To increase our sample size, we performed a secondary analysis on the 262 participants on any MTX therapy. The increase in sample size improved the power to 0.82, but the combined sample population was more heterogeneous.
Although still significant, the association between ATIC rs4673993 and disease activity was weaker in the combined cohort of 262 patients, compared with the primary cohort of participants on MTX monotherapy. Post hoc analyses showed that the association between ATIC rs4673993 and disease activity was not significant among the 142 participants on combination therapy. Although we adjusted for the effects of anti-TNF agents and other DMARDs in multivariable analyses, residual confounding may have led to less significant associations between the genetic predictors and outcome in this cohort.
Future studies will include an analysis of RA patients newly started on MTX and followed over time. Other studies will also need to incorporate fine-mapping techniques to determine whether this SNP is responsible for differences in disease activity or whether it is in LD with another SNP that alters disease activity. Functional studies must be performed to confirm that changes in genotype translate into changes in enzyme level or activity.
Our study is intriguing because it suggests that ATIC polymorphisms may be associated with disease activity in RA patients on MTX. While it is interesting that the minor allele of ATIC rs4673993 is associated with low disease activity in this cohort, these results must be replicated in a larger cohort with sufficient power to detect modest effects.
Rheumatology key messages ATIC SNPs may be associated with disease activity in RA patients on MTX. Larger studies are needed to replicate reported associations between ATIC SNPs and MTX treatment response. 
